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1 Introduction 
The BBC Trust is the governing body of the BBC. Independent of BBC management, 
its purpose is to get the best out of the BBC on behalf of licence fee payers. In doing 
so the Trust monitors the BBC’s performance against six Public Purposes as set out in 
the Royal Charter. This report provides findings from the latest in a series of 
quantitative tracking studies carried out for the Trust. 

1.1 About the survey 
The winter 12/13 survey was conducted by NatCen Social Research for the BBC 
Trust. The Purpose Remit Survey (PRS) in this form was first conducted in 2008 and 
throughout the report this wave’s findings will be compared, where appropriate, with 
previous studies. 
 
The central aim of this research is to understand the public’s views of the BBC’s 
performance against its Purposes and to understand that performance in the context 
of perceived importance. In addition, it collects information on general measures of 
BBC performance such as perceived licence fee value for money. 
 
In previous waves the research was conducted by Kantar Media; this is the first wave 
that NatCen has carried out. There have been changes to the questionnaire and 
methodology at this wave, although a key aim was to ensure comparability on key 
measures with previous waves. 
 
Where the wording of questionnaire item has changed, it has been on the basis of 
thorough testing with the aim of making question wording and concepts more 
meaningful and easier to understand. For example, previously many statements 
referred to ‘programmes and content’. Our testing showed that this could be 
confusing to respondents who conflated the two terms when in fact the intention was 
to encourage them to think more widely about output on all the BBC’s platforms (TV, 
Radio and bbc.co.uk). As such, the term was amended to ‘programmes and online 
content’. There are more substantial wording changes than this example and some 
entirely new questions; these will be flagged throughout the report. 

1.1.1 Methodology 
As in previous waves, the survey was conducted using a mixed mode approach. In 
previous waves half of respondents completed an online questionnaire while the 
remaining half completed a face-to-face survey. At this wave, three quarters of 
respondents answered online while a quarter responded face-to-face. Online 
respondents were drawn from the Panelbase.com research panel while the remainder 
were interviewed by Dipsticks research. To maximise comparability between the two 
modes, respondents interviewed face-to-face nevertheless completed the Purposes 
section in self-completion mode. The increased number of online participants at this 
wave reflects changes in internet use in the population at large and allows significant 
efficiencies in terms of the resources allocated to data collection. The inherent risks 
associated with changing the mode ratio in tracking studies were anticipated and, as 
far as possible, mitigated.  
 
Following investigation of the dataset for ‘mode effects’ that may be attributed to the 
change in methodological approach, we are confident – as far as is possible for any 
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research study – that each of the measures reported on, as well as any changes 
described in this report as statistically significant, are likely to be the result of true 
changes in the population. The exception to this is the score for overall impression: for 
this measure there is concern that the change in methodology may have been a factor 
in causing the score to be an outlier. This is discussed in more detail in section 3.4. 
 
The research consisted of:  

 2,609 interviews with adults aged 16 or over in a nationally representative sample 
from across the UK between 18th January and 8th February 2013. 

 To ensure sufficient sample sizes for robust analysis, boost samples were included 
in the devolved nations and amongst key ethnic groups. The achieved sample for 
each group is as follows:  

 Scotland (388), Wales (373) and Northern Ireland (389). 

 black respondents (156) and Asian respondents (267). 

 Respondents answered a questionnaire that lasted around 25 minutes. In addition 
to the core sections on overall measures and the Purposes, information was 
collected on demographics, media consumption and level of BBC usage. 

 Results were weighted using key demographic information (age, sex, ethnicity, 
social grade and nation) as well as using a proxy measure for the level of internet 
use which is described below.  

Accounting for internet use 
In changing the fieldwork approach the proportion of those interviewed face-to-face 
was halved compared to the previous wave; this also had the effect of reducing the 
proportion of sampled respondents who are likely to have no internet access.  
 
In theory, this group would have had to be weighted up by a factor of four on average 
(compared to the rest of the sample) to create a representative sample when 
combining the online and face-to-face samples. Previously the sample was skewed 
towards areas with lower internet penetration in order to mitigate this problem. 
However, our approach was to complement the deficiency in the online sample using 
the proportion of Census online returns by ward. This enabled us to over-sample 
areas where there are larger proportions of people who are likely not to take part in an 
online panel (including those without internet access), thereby making the combined 
sample more representative of the population as a whole when compared to the 
previous sample approach. Weighting was then carried out as described above. 

Significant differences 
Whilst this survey is nationally representative, it is not a pure random probability 
survey. For this reason the principles used to understand significant differences 
between waves of this survey cannot be applied strictly. However, we recommend 
interpreting a difference of four or more percentage points as significant for wave on 
wave comparisons.  

1.2 Structure of this report 
This report begins by summarising the key findings of the PRS in winter 12/13. It goes 
on to describe the findings of general measures of BBC performance. The main body 
describes findings from the Purpose statements and comparisons with previous 
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waves. It concludes by using a statistical method to identify the ten key Purposes 
which have the greatest impact on the value for money score. 
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2 Summary of key findings 
Stability in overall measures of BBC performance 
In previous waves there has been considerable consistency in overall measures of 
BBC performance. This continues into winter 12/13: 

 Eighty per cent would miss the BBC if it no longer existed, which is not 
significantly different compared to autumn ‘11 (82 per cent). 

 The BBC continues to be more likely to be missed than other broadcasters (ITV: 
70 per cent; Channel 4: 64 per cent; Sky: 46 per cent; Channel 5: 44 per cent). 

 Fifty-seven per cent thought the licence fee was ‘good value’, which is not 
significantly different to the previous wave (56 per cent). 

 A new question asked how much respondents felt the BBC offered them 
personally. 57 per cent thought it offered them quite a bit, a lot or everything they 
needed – the same proportion as agreed the licence fee was good value. 

 

Wales most positive of the UK nations, followed by England. Audiences in 
Scotland and Northern Ireland tend to be less positive 
 Across the overall measures, people in Wales are significantly more positive than 

each of the other nations on likelihood to miss the BBC and licence fee value for 
money, and most positive (although not significantly so) on how much the BBC 
offers. 

 People living in Northern Ireland, along with those in Scotland, are the least 
positive across the overall measures. The audience in these nations are 
significantly less positive on how much the BBC offers and licence fee value for 
money. On this later measure, just under one half of respondents in Northern 
Ireland (47 per cent) agreed that the licence fee represented good value for money. 

 Considering areas of England, people in the South are consistently more positive 
than average on general measures of BBC performance while respondents in 
London are significantly less so. Respondents in the Midlands tend to be the least 
positive about overall measures of BBC performance – for example they are the 
only area in which a minority (45 per cent) of respondents felt the BBC offered 
them quite a bit, a lot or everything they need. Approval on general measures in 
the North tends to be in line with the English average, although those in Yorkshire 
and Lincolnshire are significantly more positive on each measure. 

 

Approval on general measures increases along with age, although those aged 
16-24 are more positive on general BBC measures 
 For most of the general measures, performance increases along with age. Those 

aged 65+ are the most positive group on each of the three measures. 

 But those aged 16-24 buck this general trend. On each measure they are actually 
more positive than those aged 25-34. 
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Black audiences consistently less positive than white and Asian audiences 
both on overall measures and throughout Purposes 
 Black audiences are significantly less positive than both Asian and white 

audiences on each of the overall measures. 

 Black audiences are also generally less positive within the Purpose statements. 

 When asked specifically about how well the BBC represents their ethnic group, 
just 39 per cent of black respondents agreed that the BBC was good at doing this, 
compared to 45 per cent of the Asian audience. The performance gap1 on this 
question for the black audience was -35, which is higher than any performance 
gap reported for the UK population overall on any question. 

 

Change in performance scores compared to the previous wave is mixed 
 Six performance scores have significantly increased since the previous wave; five 

of these are within the Digital Purpose. 

 Eleven performance scores have not changed significantly since the previous 
wave. 

 Seven performance scores have significantly decreased since the previous wave, 
including ‘The BBC provides high quality, independent journalism’ (down five 
percentage points), ‘The BBC improves my understanding of religions and other 
beliefs’ (down nine points). 

 There are ten new questions in the PRS at this wave, including a question which 
aims to understand the public’s views of the BBC’s distinctiveness against other 
broadcasters. 

 

Importance scores for many Purposes have increased 
 Perceived importance has tended to increase across the board with average 

importance at this wave standing at 67 per cent, compared to 59 per cent in 
autumn ’11.  

 The majority of performance gaps, even in questions that have seen significant 
performance increases, have recorded increased negative performance gaps in 
winter 12/13. 

 

Three quarters of respondents agree that the BBC has high quality 
programmes while slightly less than half agree that the BBC’s programming is 
distinctive compared to other broadcasters. 
 There is no change in the performance of ‘The BBC has lots of fresh and new 

ideas’ at this wave: 56 per cent of respondents agreed it does. 

 Two new questions aimed to understand the public’s view of the quality and 
distinctiveness of BBC content. 

 Seventy-six per cent agreed that ‘The BBC makes high quality programmes or 
online content’; there was a relatively small performance gap of -5. 

                                                             
1 The performance gap is an analytic tool for understanding the relationship between a statement’s 
performance and perceived importance. 
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 Forty-seven per cent agreed that ‘The BBC makes programmes and online 
content that no other broadcaster would make’; this statement recorded a 
performance gap of -16. 

 

Performance on the Digital Purpose has improved strongly at this wave 
 Each statement within the Digital Purpose has seen a significant performance 

increase when compared to autumn ‘11. 

 A considerable amount of the increase in these scores has been seen amongst 
older age groups. While performance has increased on some measures for 
younger respondents, on others it is flat or slightly decreased. 

 At the same time, importance scores have also increased strongly. This has led to 
performance gaps increasing for each of the measures in the Digital Purpose, in 
some cases going from positive to negative gaps between waves. 

 

Nations, regions and communities Purpose continues to record below average 
performance 
 Significant changes were made to the questions within this Purpose at this wave, 

to reflect more accurately the key concepts explored within the questions. As 
such, direct comparison between waves is not possible. 

 At the previous wave, a question which asked ‘The BBC is good at portraying 
[nation / region] to other people in the UK’ had a performance score of 40 per 
cent, making it one of the poorest performing priorities. At this wave, this was 
replaced by two new questions asking respondents about whether: 

 “The BBC is good at representing [nation / region] to the rest of the UK in its 
main UK news and current affairs programmes and online content”  

 “The BBC is good at representing [nation / region] to the rest of the UK in its 
drama, documentaries and other entertainment programmes and online 
content” 

 The performance score for representation in national news was 57 per cent while 
for drama, documentaries and entertainment programmes the performance score 
was 55 per cent. 

 The average performance score of 47 per cent for Nations, regions and 
communities is the lowest of any Purpose. 

 Eight of the nine statements within this Purpose record performance scores of less 
than 60 per cent; five of the 10 poorest performing statements are from this 
Purpose. 

 The average performance gap for this Purpose (-16) is the largest of any Purpose 
at this wave. 
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3 General measures 
This section describes findings from general measures of BBC performance: likelihood 
to miss the BBC and other broadcasters, how much the BBC offers, licence fee value 
for money and overall impression. 

3.1 Likelihood to miss the BBC if it wasn’t there 
Eighty per cent agreed they would miss the BBC if it 
no longer existed. This score is not significantly 
different to autumn ’11 (82 per cent) and is similar to 
previous waves (2010-2011: 82 per cent; 2009-2010: 
83 per cent).  
 
Within the nations of the UK, respondents in Wales 
were significantly more likely to miss the BBC (85 per 
cent) than those in England (80 per cent), Scotland 
(82 per cent) and Northern Ireland (79 per cent). There were no significant differences 
compared to autumn ’11. Those in the North of England were most likely to miss the 
BBC (84 per cent), followed by the South (80 per cent). In the Midlands the figure was 
only 73 per cent.2 
 
Fifty-six per cent of respondents ‘definitely agreed’ they would miss the BBC, a slight 
decrease compared to the previous wave (58 per cent), although higher than in 2010-
2011 (55 per cent). 

3.1.1 The BBC and other broadcasters 
As in previous years, the BBC was most likely to be missed compared to other 
broadcasters. ITV was second (70 per cent), followed by Channel 4 (64 per cent), Sky 
(46 per cent) and Channel 5 (44 per cent). Other than the score for Channel 5, which 
has seen a significant increase of five percentage points since autumn ’11, no other 
broadcaster has recorded a significant change. 
 
Investigating the reasons for Channel 5’s improved score, while there have been 
increases across the board, there are variations amongst sub-groups. The increase is 
more pronounced amongst men, who are eight percentage points more likely to miss 
Channel 5 at this wave compared to the last; for women this difference is just three 
points. In terms of age, strong increases are found amongst those aged 45-54 (seven 
points) and 55-64 (11 points). The score for England increased by seven points to 44 
per cent; there was a smaller increase for Wales of 4 points to 46 per cent while the 
smallest increase was in Northern Ireland (up three points) where 43 per cent would 
miss the broadcaster.  
 
Channel 5 came under new ownership from 2010. This was reflected in a full 
rebranding exercise from 2011. This process also included the commissioning and 
acquisition of new programmes and formats, perhaps most notably Big Brother from 
late 2011. Other acquisitions have included American Idol and international cricket 
                                                             
2 Areas of England were categorised in the following way. North: North West, North East and Cumbria, 
Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. Midlands: West Midlands, East Midlands. South: South East, East, South 
West, South, West, London 

80% 
would miss the BBC if it  
no longer existed 
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coverage.  Given the previous wave of this survey took place in late 2011, we may be 
beginning the see the impact of these changes on Channel 5’s score within the PRS. 
 
In the previous wave, those in lower social grades, residents in Northern Ireland, 
people from black and minority ethnic backgrounds and those with no internet access 
were each found to be as likely or more likely to miss ITV as they were the BBC.  
 
At this wave there is no significant difference in Northern Ireland between the 
proportion of respondents likely to miss the BBC (79 per cent) and UTV (77 per cent). 
Those across the UK who have not used the internet in the last month (note this is 
different from having no internet access) are as likely to miss ITV (77 per cent) as the 
BBC. 
 
In addition, there was an association between social grade and likelihood to miss the 
BBC (ABC1s: 84 per cent; C2DEs: 76 per cent). Age is also significantly associated; 
those in the oldest age groups (65+: 89 per cent; 55-64: 84 per cent) were significantly 
more likely to miss the BBC than those aged 25-54 (75 – 78 per cent); although 80 per 
cent of those aged 16-24 said they would miss the BBC if it no longer existed. 

3.2 How much the BBC offers 
A new question was included within the General 
Measure module at this wave. We asked 
respondents “Thinking about what the BBC 
provides, which of these statements best applies?”: 

 It has nothing to offer me at all 

 It has hardly anything to offer me 

 It has a few things to offer me 

 It has quite a bit to offer me 

 It has a lot to offer me 

 It offers everything I need 

 
The first three responses in the above list were grouped into a ‘negative’ category 
while the final three were grouped into a ‘positive’ category. 57 per cent of 
respondents said the BBC offered them quite a bit, a lot or everything they needed. 
Wales again emerges as the most positive nation (62 per cent) followed by England 
(58 per cent). Respondents in Scotland and Northern Ireland (both 51 per cent) 
agreed. 
 
There are variations in terms of social grade (ABC1s: 65 per cent; C2DEs: 48 per cent); 
ethnicity (white: 59 per cent; Asian: 51 per cent; black: 37 per cent) and age. On age, 
again we find that while there is a clear linear association, with positive scores 
increasing from 25 years onwards, those in the lowest age groups are more positive 
than those aged 25-44 (16-24: 55 per cent; 25-34: 44 per cent; 35-44: 49 per cent; 45-
54: 56 per cent; 55-64: 64 per cent; 65+: 74 per cent). 

3.3 Perceived licence fee value for money 
A majority (57 per cent) of UK adults say the licence fee is good value for money. This 
score is not significantly different from the score recorded in any of the previous 

57% 
said the BBC offered  ‘quite 
a bit’, ‘a lot’ or ‘everything I 
need’ 
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surveys. Nineteen per cent said they received ‘very good’ value; again this is not a 
significant difference compared to autumn ’11. 
 

57% said the licence fee is good value for money.  

There has been no significant change in those saying the licence fee is ‘good 
value’ since 2008-2009. 
 
Age, social grade, nation, ethnicity and consumption of BBC services were all 
associated with perceptions of value for money.  
 
In terms of age, the pattern observed above on other general measures and in 
previous surveys, of perceived value increasing with age except for 16-24 year olds, 
continues into this wave. Fifty-seven per cent of those aged 16-24 said the licence fee 
was good value while 52 per cent of those aged 25-34 did so; the score increased for 
each age group from 25 up (35-44: 53 per cent; 45-54: 57 per cent; 55-64: 61 per 
cent; 65+: 65 per cent).  
 
There continues to be a greater positive perception of value for money amongst 
ABC1s (65 per cent) than C2DEs (49 per cent).  
 
Again Wales is the most positive nation, with 60 per cent of respondents saying the 
BBC offers them good value for money. Those in England were less positive, although 
not significantly so (58 per cent), followed by Scotland (50 per cent) and Northern 
Ireland (47 per cent) (the scores for Scotland and Northern Ireland are significantly 
different). There is no significant change for the scores within the nations compared to 
previous waves. 
 
In terms of ethnicity, again white audiences are most likely to agree that the licence 
fee is good value for money (58 per cent). Asian audiences are slightly (though not 
significantly) less positive (56 per cent), while black audiences are the least positive 
with just 43 per cent saying that the licence fee is good value. 
 
When considering value for money on the basis of platform consumption, we find that 
just 39 per cent of respondents who only consume BBC TV feel they get good value, 
compared to 65 per cent of those who at least use BBC Radio and 66 per cent of 
those who at least use bbc.co.uk (these final two categories are not mutually 
exclusive).  

3.3.1 Influences on perceptions of value for money 
Respondents were asked what influenced their answer to the value for money 
question, selecting as many of the below options as they felt applied. 
 
Figure 3:1 shows that, of those who say the licence fee is good value, 7 in 10 said it 
was because of the programmes and online content while nearly half (49 per cent) 
said it was due to the range of services; 37 per cent said cost and affordability 
affected their view.  
 
Of those who felt the licence fee was not good value, cost and affordability was the 
most commonly cited factor – two thirds selected this option. The second most 
popular factor was the programmes and online content (45 per cent) while 3 in 10 
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reported that ‘knowing what is done with the licence fee’ and ‘how well the BBC is 
run’ influenced their view.   
 

Figure 3:1 Influences on value for money 

 

3.4 Overall impression 
First-six per cent of adults in winter 12/13 are ‘high approvers’3 of the BBC, an 
increase of 12 percentage points on the previous wave. Conversely, the proportion of 
‘mid-approvers’ of the BBC has decreased by 12 percentage points to 32 per cent. 
Figure 3:2 below shows how overall impression scores have not changed significantly 
since spring 2010 and that the score recorded at this wave is the largest percentage 
point difference recorded for ‘high’ and ‘mid’ approval since the beginning of the PRS. 
The scale of the change between waves means that the scores presented here for 
overall impression should be treated with caution.  
 

Figure 3:2 Overall impression of the BBC over time 

 

                                                             
3 ‘High approvers’: score 8 – 10 out of 10; ‘Mid-approvers’: 5-7 out of 10; ‘Low approvers’: 1 -4 out of 10. 
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3.4.1 Caution around overall impression score 
Following a full investigation, we deduce that the factors behind the increase in this 
score are a combination of: 

1. A change in research method, i.e. a greater proportion of the sample in winter 
12/13 completed the survey online and that the weighting approach has not 
entirely eliminated this. 

2. A change in research provider, i.e. a change in the actual panel of respondents 
from which a sample is drawn for the survey. 

3. Seasonality: the PRS is usually conducted in spring or autumn; the timing of 
the fieldwork may have had an impact on the scores given for overall 
impression. 

4. A possible actual change in overall impression. 

What is less clear is why this effect has been found for just one measure, i.e. overall 
impression, while it is not reflected in responses to other questions within this survey. 
 
As it is likely that this result is an outlier and a one-off artefact of the changes to PRS 
methodology as set out above, we would not expect these factors to have an impact 
from autumn 2013 onwards. We do not recommend that we interpret this figure unless 
and until it has been substantiated by the next survey in autumn 2013. 
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4 BBC’s performance against its Public 
Purposes 

In this section we discuss findings of questions related to the delivery of the BBC’s 
Public Purposes. 

4.1 Public Purposes 
There are six Public Purposes as set out by the Royal Charter. These are: 

 Creativity: Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 

 Citizenship: Sustaining citizenship and civil society 

 Nations, regions and communities: Representing the UK, its nations, regions 
and communities 

 Global: Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK 

 Education: Promoting education and learning 

 Digital: Delivering to the public the benefit of emerging communications 
technologies and services 

Within each of these Purposes there are a series of priorities and measurements aims; 
these form the basis of this section of the questionnaire. More information on the 
BBC’s Public Purposes can be found on the BBC Trust website. 

Respondents were asked to rate each statement in terms of its performance and 
importance, each time on a seven-point scale, as described below. 

Performance 
“To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?” 

1. Completely disagree 

2. Disagree strongly 

3. Disagree slightly 

4. Neither agree nor disagree 

5. Agree slightly 

6. Agree strongly 

7. Completely agree 

Importance 
“How important or unimportant for you personally is it that…” 

1. Extremely unimportant 

2. Very unimportant 

3. Quite unimportant 

4. Neither important nor unimportant 

Disagree 

Agree 

Unimportant 
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5. Quite important 

6. Very important 

7. Vital 

4.1.1 Performance gaps 
Throughout this section we refer to ‘performance gaps’. These are represented by a 
negative or positive number which shows the difference between the proportion of 
respondents saying the BBC is performing well (i.e. scoring a statement 5 or more) 
and the proportion of respondents saying that statement is important to them 
personally (again, scoring a statement 5 or more). This provides a measure of those 
who believe a statement is important but not performing well (if the performance gap 
is negative), or of those who believe the statement is performing well but isn’t 
important (if the performance gap is positive). 

As an example, if a statement scored 59 per cent for performance and 68 per cent for 
importance, the performance gap would be -9. 

 

Example of how a performance gap is calculated using performance and importance scores 
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The figure below shows each statement’s performance score and performance gap 
ranked by performance score. 

Overview of performance score and performance gap for all statements in winter 12/13 
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The BBC helps me understand what's going on in the
wider world, such as international news and events

The BBC makes high quality programmes or online
content

I have learned new things from programmes or online
content on the BBC

The BBC helps me understand the cultures and lifestyles
of people from around the world

The BBC has a wide range of enjoyable and entertaining
programmes or online content

The BBC provides programmes and online content which
cover a wide range of cultural activities

The BBC makes news and current affairs and other
topical issues interesting to me

The BBC helps me understand UK-wide politics

The BBC is good at presenting a positive image of the
UK to the rest of the world

The BBC provides high quality, independent journalism

The BBC supports [MY MINORITY LANGUAGE] with
programming and other content +

The BBC helps children/teens with what they learn at
school/college

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or
useful on the internet

BBC coverage of news and current affairs has got me
talking about them

The BBC helps me understand politics in [my nation /
region]

BBC [nation / region] provides programmes and online
content that is for people like me

The BBC introduces me to new presenters, actors,
writers and musical artists from the UK

The BBC helps me understand politics in Europe

The BBC is good at representing life in [nation / region] to
the rest of the UK in its main UK news and current…

The BBC has lots of fresh and new ideas

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or
useful on interactive TV

The BBC is good at representing life in [nation / region] to
the rest of the UK in its drama, documentaries and…

The BBC helps me understand politics in [other nations of
the UK]

The BBC helps me enjoy my interests, hobbies and
passions

The BBC has helped me make the most of new
technologies such as interactive TV and the internet

The BBC supports the native languages of the UK other 
than English…with programming and other content

The BBC makes programmes or online content that no
other broadcaster would make

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or
useful on mobile phones and tablets

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or
useful on DAB digital radio

The BBC improves my understanding of religions and
other beliefs

The BBC is good at representing [my ethnic group]

The BBC is good at representing [my faith] +

The BBC helps me feel more involved and interested in
my local community

Programmes or online content sometimes make me want
to take part in a specific event or activity
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The BBC makes high quality programmes or online content

The BBC helps me understand what's going on the wider world,
such as international news and events

The BBC has a wide range of enjoyable and entertaining
programmes or online content

The BBC is good at presenting a positive image of the UK to the
rest of the world

The BBC has lots of fresh and new ideas

I have learned new things from programmes or online content on
the BBC

The BBC provides high quality, independent journalism

The BBC helps me understand the cultures and lifestyles of
people from around the world

The BBC makes news and current affairs and other topical issues
interesting to me

The BBC helps children/teens with what they learn at
school/college

BBC [nation / region] provides programmes and online content
that is for people like me

The BBC helps me understand UK-wide politics

The BBC provides programmes and online content which cover a
wide range of cultural activities

The BBC is good at representing life in [nation / region] to the rest
of the UK in its main UK news and current affairs programmes…

The BBC supports [MY MINORITY LANGUAGE] with
programming and other content +

The BBC is good at representing life in [nation / region] to the rest
of the UK in its drama, documentaries and other entertainment…

The BBC helps me understand politics in [my nation / region]

The BBC is good at representing [my ethnic group]

The BBC helps me understand politics in Europe

The BBC is good at representing [my faith] +

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or useful
on the internet

The BBC makes programmes or online content that no other
broadcaster would make

The BBC helps me enjoy my interests, hobbies and passions

BBC coverage of news and current affairs has got me talking
about them

The BBC helps me understand politics in [other nations of the
UK]

The BBC introduces me to new presenters, actors, writers and
musical artists from the UK

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or useful
on interactive TV

The BBC has helped me make the most of new technologies
such as interactive TV and the internet

The BBC helps me feel more involved and interested in my local
community

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or useful
on mobile phones and tablets

The BBC supports the native languages of the UK other than 
English…with programming and other content

The BBC improves my understanding of religions and other
beliefs

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or useful
on DAB digital radio

Programmes or online content sometimes make me want to take
part in a specific event or activity

Overview of importance scores 

 % importance 
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4.2 Creativity: stimulating creativity and cultural 
excellence 

At this wave, two new questions were added to the module on Creativity – taking the 
total number of statements from six to eight. The mean performance score for this 
Purpose in winter 12-13 is 60 per cent and the mean importance score is 67 per cent. 

Stripping out the new questions allows a fair comparison with the module of questions 
asked in autumn ’11 (although within these there are some minor wording changes 
which will be pointed out below); the mean performance score for the six comparable 
questions is 58 per cent; a slight decrease on the previous wave (60 per cent). 
Similarly, the mean importance score is 65 per cent this wave, compared to 66 per 
cent in autumn ’11. The overall performance gap has therefore increased by one point 
from -6 to -7. 

Figure 4:1 below shows a summary of the performance scores at this and the previous 
wave as well as the performance gap at this wave. Where no performance score for 
autumn ’11 is shown this indicates a new question at this wave. 

Figure 4:1 Creativity summary: Performance scores over time and 
performance gaps this wave 
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4.2.1 ‘The BBC has lots of fresh and new ideas’ 
Consistent with previous waves, the largest single performance gap within Creativity 
remains “The BBC has lots of fresh and new ideas”. The performance score is 56 per 
cent and the importance score is 79 per cent. Figure 4:2 below shows how the 
performance score has been essentially flat since autumn 2009. The importance score 
has generally increased over time and is now at its highest point since the start of the 
PRS (2008-2009: 77 per cent; 2009-2010: 75 per cent; 2010-2011: 74 per cent; 
autumn ‘11: 77 per cent) 

Figure 4:2 ‘Fresh and new ideas’ performance over time 

 

Performance scores for this statement vary by age though there is no clear linear 
association. Those aged 65 and over are most positive (64 per cent) and report the 
smallest performance gap (-21). The next most positive group are those aged 16-24 
(59 per cent); the least positive group are those aged 35-44 (50 per cent). There is no 
significant difference between the scores for the other age groups (25-34: 53 per cent; 
45-54: 54 per cent; 55-64: 55 per cent). The largest performance gap is reported by 
those aged 55-64 (-28). 

As in previous waves, performance scores varied by social grade; those in higher 
social grades were more positive (ABC1s: 60 per cent) than those in the lower social 
grades (C2DEs: 51 per cent). Importance scores vary in a similar way, with 81 per cent 
of ABC1s saying it is important that the BBC has fresh and new ideas compared to 76 
per cent of those in social grades C2DE. 

The performance score varied by nation with Wales the most positive (60 per cent), 
followed by England (56 per cent) and Scotland (54 per cent). The least positive nation 
was Northern Ireland where half of respondents (50 per cent) agreed that the BBC had 
‘lots of fresh and new ideas’. Importance scores varied in a similar way so that in 
England, Scotland and Wales the performance gap was -23. In Northern Ireland the 
performance gap was slightly higher at -25. 

Asians are most positive about the BBC’s performance on this measure (64 per cent), 
followed by the white audience (56 per cent) and half of the black audience. The 
performance gap for Asians was the smallest at -12, reflecting a higher relative 
performance score and lower importance score. The performance gap for the white 
audience was -24 but the largest performance gap in terms of ethnicity was for the 
black audience, at -27. 

As we have seen, the performance score for this measure has remained essentially flat 
and the performance gap relatively high over the years of the PRS. In order to 
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understand more about the public’s views on Creativity, two additional questions were 
added to the questionnaire at this wave; one question focuses on quality while the 
other attempts to understand the public’s views of the BBC’s distinctiveness. 

4.2.2 ‘The BBC makes high quality programmes or online content’ 
The first of these new questions within this Purpose asks specifically about the quality 
of the BBC’s programmes and online content.  

Three quarters (76%) agree that the BBC’s output is high quality 

With a performance score of 76% it is the highest performing statement within 
Creativity and the second highest performing statement across all of the Purpose 
statements.  

Performance scores on this measure follow a similar pattern with age as we have seen 
above. Those aged 65+ are most positive (86 per cent), followed by those aged 16-24 
(82 per cent) and those aged 55-64 (77 per cent); the least positive group is again 
those aged 35-44 (69 per cent), although there is no significant difference between 
this group and those aged 25-34 (70 per cent). Importance also increases along with 
age to the extent that there is a positive performance gap (+2) for those aged 16-24. 
The importance score for those aged 25-54 is 79-81 per cent, but for those aged 55-
64 it is 87 per cent and for those aged 65+ the importance score is 89%, giving a 
modest performance gap of -3. 

Eighty-two per cent of those in the higher social grade agree that the BBC has high 
quality output while 69 per cent of those in social grades C2DE do so. Importance 
scores vary in a similar way, with 89 per cent of those in social grade ABC1 saying this 
is important (performance gap: -7), compared to 78 per cent of those in C2DE 
(performance gap: -9). 

Again Wales emerges as the most positive nation (77 per cent), followed by England 
(76 per cent) and Scotland (75 per cent) while respondents in Northern Ireland give the 
lowest performance score (72 per cent). 

In terms of ethnicity, the black audience again emerges as the least positive on this 
measure with 62 per cent of respondents agreeing, compared to 69 per cent of the 
Asian audience and 77 per cent of the white audience. 

Despite these variations, it is clear that a clear and considerable majority of the public 
agree that the BBC produces high quality programmes and online content. A further 
new question was added at this wave which asked respondents to consider the 
BBC’s distinctiveness against other broadcasters. 

4.2.3 ‘The BBC makes programmes and online content that no 
other broadcaster would make’ 

Responses to this question tell a less positive story than the question on quality.  

Less than half (47%) of respondents agreed that the BBC makes programmes 
and online content that no other broadcaster would make. 

With 47 per cent of respondents agreeing that the BBC does this, this is the second 
worst performing statement within the Creativity Purpose. The performance gap is  
-16. 

Again, those aged 65+ are most likely to agree with this statement (58 per cent), while 
those in the younger age groups report significantly lower performance (44-47 per 
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cent for those aged 16-64). The importance score did not vary to such a great extent; 
66 per cent of those aged 65+ said this was important, giving a performance gap of -6 
while 60-64 per cent of those aged 16-64 said this was important, creating a 
significantly higher performance gap for younger respondents. 

Social grade is also significantly associated; performance increases along with social 
grade: performance amongst ABC1s is 54 per cent compared to 39 per cent for 
C2DEs, although those saying ‘disagree’ varies by only four percentage points, with 
the rest of the reduced performance score for C2DEs accounted for by increased 
‘neither agree nor disagree’ scores (ABC1s: 23 per cent; C2DEs: 34 per cent). The 
performance gap is also higher for C2DEs (-20) compared to ABC1s (-13). 

There is no significant difference in the performance scores between the nations on 
this measure. 

Ethnicity is, however, significantly associated: the Asian audience is most positive (51 
per cent), followed by the white audience (47 per cent). The black audience is the least 
positive (42 per cent) and records the highest performance gap (-27) (compared to -15 
for the white and -12 for the Asian audiences) due to a higher importance score. 

4.2.4 ‘The BBC helps me enjoy my interests, hobbies and passions’ 
This question was carried on previous waves of the survey. This year, the overall 
performance score was 52 per cent, a small but significant fall in performance 
compared to autumn ’11 (56 per cent); the score is now the same as it was in 2010-
2011. 62 per cent of respondents said it was important that the BBC did this, creating 
a performance gap of -10, an increase of three points on the performance gap in 
autumn ’11. 

As in the previous wave, those aged 16-24 are most positive about performance (57 
per cent). The second most positive are those aged 65+ (56 per cent). The scores for 
other age groups are not significantly different from one another (46-51 per cent). In 
terms of the performance gap, those in the 25-34 age group continue to report the 
largest performance gap (-14) as they did in the last wave, while those aged 16-24 
have the smallest gap (-5). 

Performance increases along with social grade (ABC1s: 57 per cent; C2DEs: 46 per 
cent) and the performance gap is also considerably larger for C2DEs (-14) compared 
to ABC1s (-6). In the previous waves the performance gaps were stable, 
demonstrating increased importance on this measure for those in the C2DE group. 

The black audience has a higher than average performance gap (-23) than white (-9) or 
Asian (-7) respondents. 

Within the nations of the UK, there was no significant difference in terms of 
performance scores (51-53 per cent). Due to different importance scores, however, 
the performance gap varied. In Wales it was -15, In Northern Ireland and Scotland it 
was -13 and in England the gap was smallest at -9. 

4.2.5 ‘Programmes or online content on the BBC sometimes make 
me want to take part in a specific event or activity’ 

Thirty-six per cent of respondents agreed with this statement, compared to 42 per 
cent at the previous wave. This statement is therefore the poorest performing measure 
within the Creativity Purpose and one of the poorest performing overall. 

Performance on this measure decreases along with age, with 42 per cent of 16-24s 
agreeing, 38 per cent of 25-34s, 36 per cent of 35-44s, 34 per cent of 45-54s and 31 
per cent of 55-64s. However, there is a slight increase amongst those aged 65+, with 
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34 per cent of respondents agreeing that BBC output has made them want to take 
part in an event or activity. It is worth noting however that 3 in 10 respondents ‘neither 
agree nor disagree’ with this question. Despite poor performance, the overall 
performance gap is relatively small at -2. The performance gap is highest (-9) for those 
aged 25-34. 

Those in the higher social grade are more likely to disagree (ABC1s: 38 per cent) than 
those in lower social grades (C2DEs: 33 per cent) and there is a small positive 
performance gap of +1 for ABC1s compared to -6 for C2DEs. 

In terms of ethnicity, half of the Asian audience agree that the BBC does this 
compared to 38 per cent of the black audience; the white audience is least positive 
(35 per cent). The performance gap is highest for the black audience (-10), compared 
to -1 for the white audience and -3 for the Asian audience. 

There are no significant differences in the performance scores in the nations, although 
the performance gap is highest in Northern Ireland (-5), compared to Wales and 
England (-2). Scotland records a small positive performance gap (+1). 

4.2.6 The BBC introduces me to new presenters, actors, writers 
and musical artists from the UK 

The overall performance score for this question was 59 per cent, which is a significant 
decrease compared to the previous wave (64 per cent), and the same as the 
performance score recorded in 2010-2011. The performance gap, however, is neutral 
due to a decreased importance score at this wave.  
 
Performance gaps for those aged 25-34, 45-45, 55-64 and 65 are neutral or slightly 
positive (+1). There is a modest negative performance gap for those aged 35-44 (-5) 
and a larger positive performance gap for those aged 16-24 (+9). 
 
Respondents in England were most positive on this measure (60 per cent), compared 
to 58 per cent in Wales and Northern Ireland and 52 per cent in Scotland. Small 
positive performance gaps were recorded in England (+1) and Northern Ireland (+2) 
while negative performance gaps were reported in Scotland (-4) and Wales (-1). 
 
The performance gap for the white audience was also positive (+1), but negative for 
the Asian audience (-2) and more so for the black audience (-7). 

4.2.7 ‘The BBC provides programmes and online content which 
cover a wide range of cultural activities, for example music, 
theatre and sports’4 

The overall performance score is 72 per cent which is not significantly different to the 
score in the previous wave. The performance gap is neutral, two points less than in 
the previous wave (+2) due to a slightly, but not significantly, increased importance 
score. 
 
Respondents in Wales were most positive on this measure (75 per cent), followed by 
those in England and Scotland (both 71 per cent). Despite those in Northern Ireland 
being the least positive (69 per cent), the performance gap in Northern Ireland is 
positive (+2). Only respondents in Wales report a negative performance gap (-1). 
                                                             
4 The previous question read “The BBC provides programmes and content which cover a wide range of 
cultural and creative activities” 
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Those aged 65+ are the most positive about this statement (81 per cent). Positive 
performance gaps are also found for those aged 16-24 (+3) and 55-64 (+1). The 
largest negative performance gap is amongst those aged 45-54 (-5). 

4.2.8 ‘The BBC has a wide range of enjoyable and entertaining 
programmes and online content’ 

Overall, 72 per cent of people agreed with this question while 81 per cent felt that it 
was important, producing a negative performance gap of -9. The performance score is 
not significantly different to that reported in the autumn ’11 (71 per cent) and it 
maintains gains made on 2010-2011 (66 per cent). However, the performance gap has 
increased from +2 to -9 at this wave due to a significantly larger importance score in 
winter 12-13 (81 per cent) compared to autumn ’11 (69 per cent). 
 
There are also significant considerable variations in the performance gap by age. The 
performance gap is 0 for those aged 16-24, -10 for those aged 25-34, 35-44 and 65+, 
and -13 for those aged 55-64.  
 
Performance on this measure increases along with social grade, with 77 per cent of 
those in the ABC1 category agreeing compared to 65 per cent of those in the C2DE 
group. The performance gap for C2DEs is higher (-12) than for ABC1s (-9). 
 
Those in Wales are most likely to agree (75 per cent), followed by respondents in 
England (72 per cent), Northern Ireland (68 per cent) and Scotland (67 per cent). The 
performance gap is smaller in England (-9) than in Wales or Northern Ireland (-12) or 
Scotland (-15). 
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4.3 Citizenship: sustaining citizenship and civil 
society 

4.3.1 Summary 
In line with findings at previous waves, performance within this Purpose remains 
mixed. The regression analysis (Table 3.1) demonstrates that two statements within 
this Purpose are key drivers of the value for money score; one of these, ‘The BBC 
provides high quality, independent journalism’ has seen a significant fall in 
performance at this wave. 
 
The average performance score for this Purpose is 62 per cent and the average 
importance score is 69 per cent; the performance gap is -7. This compares to an 
average performance score at the previous wave (on comparable questions) of 63 per 
cent and an average importance score of 72 per cent with a performance gap of -7. 
 

Figure 4:3 Citizenship summary: Performance scores over time and 
performance gaps this wave 
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4.3.2 ‘The BBC provides high quality independent journalism’ 
Since the start of the PRS, around seven in ten respondents have consistently agreed 
that the BBC provides high quality, independent journalism. However, at this wave the 
performance score has reduced significantly to 65 per cent. It remains, however, the 
most important of the Citizenship statements and its importance (78 per cent) has 
increased by two percentage points since autumn ‘11. Together, these changes mean 
that the performance gap on this statement has increased from  
-6 to -13. 
 

For the first time since the PRS began, there has been a significant decrease 
in those agreeing that the BBC provides high quality, independent journalism. 
 
Within the nations, where Wales was the least positive nation in the previous wave (63 
per cent), at this wave respondents in Wales are most positive (70 per cent), followed 
by respondents in England (65 per cent), Northern Ireland (64 per cent) and Scotland 
(63 per cent). Importance scores vary in a similar way, meaning that the performance 
gap is not significantly different within the nations (England: -12; Scotland: -12; Wales: 
-13; Northern Ireland: -12. 
 
The black audience continues to rate performance significantly lower (54 per cent) 
than the Asian audience (58 per cent) and the white audience (66 per cent). The 
performance gap for the black audience was also higher (-20) than for the Asian 
audience (-14) and the white audience (-13). 
 
In terms of social grade, the pattern of better performance amongst higher social 
grades (ABC1s: 70 per cent) than in lower social grades (C2DEs: 58 per cent) 
continues. The performance gap for both groups shows no significant difference 
(ABC1s: -13; C2DEs: -12). However, when considering the ‘neither agree nor disagree’ 
responses to this question, it is clear that decreased performance scores are not 
simply a function of an increase in those ‘disagreeing’. Just three percentage points 
separate ABC1s who ‘disagree’ (11 per cent) compared to C2DEs who do the same 
(14 per cent); but there is a ten point difference in those selecting ‘neither’ between 
ABC1s (18 per cent) and C2DEs (28 per cent).  
 
Considering age, there continues to be a clear linear relationship with performance 
increasing along with age for this statement (16-34: 60 per cent; 35-64: 64 per cent; 
65+: 76 per cent). The decrease in overall performance on the previous wave is 
accounted for by those aged under 65; the performance score of those aged over 65 
has increased by one percentage point compared to the previous wave. 

4.3.3 ‘BBC coverage of news and current affairs has got me talking 
about them’ 

At the previous wave the performance score for this statement had increased to 67 
per cent. At this wave, however, performance has seen a significant decrease and 
now stands at 61 per cent – the lowest recorded in the history of the PRS. That said, 
the importance score has also decreased compared to the previous wave and is now 
also 61 per cent. This means that the performance gap is neutral for this statement, 
although over the past waves it had been positive (2008-2009: +4; 2009-2010: +5; 
2011-2012: +3; autumn ‘11: +4). 
 
Across the nations of the UK, performance is significantly lower in Scotland and Wales 
(59 per cent) than in England and Northern Ireland (62 per cent).  The performance gap 
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was positive in Northern Ireland (+3), England (+1) and Scotland (+1), but negative in 
Wales (-1). 
 
In terms of age, performance was highest amongst those aged 65+ (72 per cent), 
compared to those in younger age groups (16-24: 59 per cent; 25-34: 58 per cent; 35-
44: 60 per cent; 45-54: 61 per cent; 55-64: 59 per cent). 

4.3.4 ‘The BBC makes news and current affairs and other topical 
issues interesting to me’ 

This is the best performing statement within Citizenship, with 71 per cent of 
respondents agreeing that the BBC did this. This is a three percentage point decrease 
(although this change is not significant) compared to the previous wave. The 
importance score for this measure has increased (although again not significantly) by 
two percentage points (76 per cent). Together, these changes mean that the 
performance gap is now -5, whereas it was neutral at the previous wave.  
 
As in the previous wave, the performance score increased along with age. It continued 
to be lowest for the youngest age group (16-24: 61 per cent) (25-34: 65 per cent; 35-
44: 66 per cent; 45-54: 71 per cent; 55-64: 75 per cent; 65+: 86 per cent). The lowest 
performance gap is found for the oldest age group (0), while the youngest age group is 
slightly larger (-3). The performance gap for the other age groups was not significantly 
different (between -6 and -8). 
 
Considering the nations of the UK, performance was highest in Northern Ireland (73 
per cent), followed by Wales (72 per cent), England (71 per cent) and Scotland (69 per 
cent). The importance score in Wales (83 per cent) led to a larger negative 
performance gap (-12) than in the other nations of the UK (England: -5; Scotland: -4; 
Northern Ireland: -5). 
 
Again those in the higher social grades report more positive performance (ABC1s: 76 
per cent) than those in lower social grades (C2DEs: 65 per cent). The performance gap 
for ABC1s was smaller (-4) than for C2DEs (-7). 

4.3.5 ‘The BBC helps me understand politics in [nation / region]’ 
The performance score for this statement has increased by five percentage points 
since the previous wave and now stands at 59 per cent – this is the highest score 
recorded for this statement since the PRS began (2008-2009: 59 per cent; 2009-2010: 
59 per cent; 2010-2011: 54 per cent; autumn ‘11: 54 per cent). The importance score 
has also increased by five percentage points to 69 per cent, meaning that the 
performance gap remains stable at -10. 
 
Performance scores have increased within each nation, although only the change in 
England is statistically significant. In England the score is now 58 per cent (autumn 
‘11: 53 per cent), while the performance gap has decreased by one point to -10. In 
Scotland, the performance score is now 64 per cent (autumn ‘11: 60 per cent) and the 
performance gap has increased by one point to -10. In Wales the performance score 
has increased to 60 per cent from 57 per cent at the last wave; however the 
importance score has increased by 15 percentage points to 76 per cent. The 
performance gap in Wales has therefore increased by 12 points to -16. In a reverse of 
the pattern across many other purpose statements, Northern Ireland is the most 
positive nation with 70 per cent agreeing that the BBC helps them to understand 
politics in Northern Ireland, compared to 67 per cent at the previous wave. The 
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performance gap is also considerably lower than in any other nation at -6, although 
this is an increase of four points from the previous wave. 
 
Within the regions of England, there is no significant difference between the South and 
the North – scoring 61 and 60 per cent respectively. Performance is significantly lower 
in the Midlands at 44 per cent. Unlike on some other purpose statements when 
London’s and Yorkshire & Lincolnshire’s performance is separated out from their 
regions their performance scores are not significantly different. 
 
In autumn ‘11 there had been a gender difference in terms of performance score with 
men significantly more positive (58 per cent) than women (51 per cent). This difference 
is not found at this wave. 
 
Those in the higher social grades continue to be more positive about performance 
(ABC1s: 62 per cent) than those in lower social grades (C2DEs: 55 per cent). The 
performance gap was also similar for both groups (ABC1s: -11; C2DEs: -10), as in 
previous waves, due to a lower importance score amongst lower social grades. 
 
Considering age, performance increased along with age. Performance scores for 
those aged 16-44 were not significantly different (54-55 per cent); the score was 
higher and not significantly different for those aged 45-64 (60-61 per cent); the most 
positive group was those aged 65+ (67 per cent). Importance scores varied in a similar 
way so that the performance gap for those aged 16-64 was -9 or -10. For those aged 
65+, however, this was slightly higher at -12. 

4.3.6 ‘The BBC helps me understand UK-wide politics’  
When asked to consider UK-wide politics, respondents were generally more positive 
about performance: two thirds (66 per cent) agreed that the BBC did this. This is not 
significantly different to the score in autumn ‘11 (65 per cent). The importance score 
has increased by six percentage points, however, and now stands at 72 per cent. This 
has led to an increased negative performance gap of -6, compared to -1 at the 
previous wave. 
 
In the previous wave performance and importance scores did not differ significantly by 
age. However, at this wave we find that performance scores increase along with age 
(16-24: 58 per cent; 25-34: 61 per cent; 35-44: 61 per cent; 45-54: 67 per cent; 55-64: 
69 per cent; 65+: 76 per cent). Importance scores increase with age in a similar way, 
though the increase is not at the same rate. The performance gap is therefore smallest 
for those aged 16-24 (-3) and highest for those aged 55-64 (-11). 
 
Social grade, as in the previous wave and across the Citizenship Purpose, is related 
with those in higher social grades more positive (72 per cent) than those in the lower 
social grades (58 per cent). Due to similar variations in the importance scores the 
performance gap is not significantly different between social grades (ABC1s: -6; 
C2DEs: -7). 
 
Respondents in Wales rated performance on this measure most positively (69 per 
cent), followed by those in Northern Ireland (68 per cent), England (66 per cent), while 
respondents in Scotland were least positive (63 per cent). Whilst they are the most 
positive, respondents in Wales also reported the largest performance gap (-8), 
followed by those in England and Scotland (-6). In Northern Ireland the performance 
gap was the smallest (-2). 
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4.3.7 ‘The BBC helps me understand politics in [other nations of 
the UK]’ 

There was no significant difference in the performance score at this question, with 54 
per cent of respondents agreeing that the BBC did this, compared to 53 per cent at 
the previous wave. The importance score, however, increased by six percentage 
points to 61 per cent, creating a performance gap of -7, compared to -2 at the 
previous wave.  
 
The performance score on this statement increases along with age; just 45 per cent of 
those aged 16-24 agreed that the BBC did this compared to 64 per cent of those 
aged 65+ (25-34: 50 per cent; 35-44: 53 per cent; 45-54: 56 per cent; 55-64: 54 per 
cent). Importance scores also increased along with age, although not to the same 
extent. In the previous wave some age groups had recorded positive performance 
gaps; at this wave the gap for all age groups is negative (16-24: -8; 25-34: -7; 35-44: -
6; 45-54: -9; 55-64: -9; 65+: -5).  
 
As in previous waves, those in higher social grades report higher performance 
(ABC1s: 59 per cent) than those in lower social grade (C2DEs: 49 per cent). 
Importance scores were also more positive amongst those in higher social grades (66 
per cent) than in lower (54 per cent), leading to similar performance gaps (ABC1s: -7; 
C2DEs: -6). 
 
In autumn ‘11 respondents from black and minority ethnic backgrounds were 
significantly more positive on this statement than white respondents. This pattern 
continues into this wave, with 60 per cent of black and minority ethnic respondents 
agreeing compared to 53 per cent of white respondents. This led to a modest positive 
performance gap for black and minority ethnic respondents (+1) and a negative 
performance gap for white respondents (-8). 
 
Within the nations of the UK, respondents in Northern Ireland are most positive at this 
statement, with 62 per cent agreeing that the BBC helped them understand politics in 
other nations of the UK. The same proportion said this was important in Northern 
Ireland, leading to a neutral performance gap (0). The next most positive nations were 
Scotland and Wales (58 per cent); due to slightly different importance scores in these 
nations the performance gap for Wales (-8) was higher than in Scotland (-6). The least 
positive nation was England, with 53 per cent agreeing that the BBC did this; the 
performance gap was -7.  

4.3.8 ‘The BBC helps me understand politics in Europe’ 
The performance score at this wave is 57 per cent, which is not significantly different 
compared to the previous wave (58 per cent) and maintains the improvement seen 
since 2010-2011 (52 per cent). The importance score has increased significantly to 64 
per cent from 61 per cent in autumn ‘11. This means that the performance gap has 
increased to -7 from -3 in the previous wave. 
 
In the previous wave performance did not differ significantly by age. However in this 
wave there is a clear association, with performance tending to increase along with age 
(16-24: 47 per cent; 25-34: 55 per cent; 35-44: 52 per cent; 45-54: 60 per cent; 55-64: 
61 per cent; 65+: 66 per cent). Importance also increases with age, leading to similar 
performance gaps for all groups of between -6 and -9. 
 
The familiar pattern of performance increasing along with social grade also applies to 
this statement. The performance score for ABC1s is 62 per cent compared to 52 per 
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cent for C2DEs. Importance was also higher amongst ABC1s and lower amongst 
C2DEs, but not to the same extent as performance. The performance gap is therefore 
higher for ABC1s (-8) than it is for C2DEs (-4). 
 
The most positive UK nation was Northern Ireland; 61 per cent of respondents in 
Northern Ireland agreed the BBC did this, compared to 57 per cent of respondents in 
England and Wales and 55 per cent of respondents in Scotland. Northern Ireland’s 
performance score led to a positive performance gap at this question (+2). The 
performance gap in Scotland is -5 but is larger in England (-8) and Wales (-9). 
 
Considering ethnicity, there was no significant difference in performance scores for 
the white (57 per cent), black (57 per cent) or Asian audience (55 per cent). However, 
importance did differ significantly, leading to a larger negative performance gap for the 
black audience (-12) than the Asian (-10) or white (-7) audiences. 
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4.4 Representing the UK, its nations, regions and 
communities 

4.4.1 Summary 
Due to a large number of changes to the questionnaire at this wave, direct comparison 
at an overall level is not possible for this Purpose. The average performance score is 
48 per cent while the importance score is 64 per cent, leading to an overall 
performance gap for this Purpose of -16. 
 

Figure 4:4 Nations, regions and communities summary: Performance 
scores over time and performance gaps this wave 
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4.4.2 Representing life 
During the questionnaire review stage of this project, we thoroughly tested the 
questions within the Nations, regions and communities Purpose. In relation to the 
Portrayal questions, we found:  

 A ‘lack of information problem’ – some respondents reported that they felt unable 
to answer the questions as they did not know how their part of the country was 
represented in others. 

 Different expectations of news and other genres – in news, for example, a fair and 
balanced account of an area’s problems and strong points was expected. 

 Difficulties interpreting questions wording – ‘representing life’ seemed a better fit 
with the kind of language respondents used than ‘portrayal’. 

 

In an attempt to overcome some of these difficulties, two new questions were 
introduced at this wave, replacing the previous question which read: 

 “The BBC is good at representing [nation / region] to the rest of the UK in its main 
UK news and current affairs programmes and online content”  

 “The BBC is good at representing [nation / region] to the rest of the UK in its 
drama, documentaries and other entertainment programmes and online content” 

 

At the previous wave, performance scores for the question on portrayal were amongst 
the lowest within the Purposes section. In Wales and Northern Ireland, 43 per cent of 
respondents agreed the BBC was good at doing this – the lowest score since the PRS 
started asking this question. In England the score was 40 per cent and in Scotland, 39 
per cent of respondents agreed, the second lowest score since the PRS started. The 
overall performance gap was -18. 

Figure 4:5 below shows the performance scores for each of the new representation 
questions within the nations of the UK. It demonstrates that, on these new questions, 
the performance score has increased compared to the previous portrayal question. 
Across the UK as a whole, 57 per cent of respondents agreed that the BBC was good 
at representing life in their nation/region in UK news. The performance gap is -14. 
Considering drama and other entertainment programmes, the overall performance 
score is 55 per cent while the performance gap is -15. 

While these questions cannot be compared directly with the portrayal question carried 
in previous wave, it is clear that respondents are more positive at these questions than 
they were on portrayal. At the previous wave, 39 per cent of respondents neither 
agreed nor disagreed. At this wave, the proportion of those answering this way has 
fallen by 12 percentage points to 27 per cent on both new representation questions. 
The proportion of those disagreeing with the statements is between 16 and 18 per 
cent at this wave, compared to 21 per cent at the previous wave. Fewer respondents 
selecting ‘neither’ suggests that the question is easier to understand than in previous 
waves.  

England is the most positive nation at this set of questions; it also reports the lowest 
performance gaps. The next most positive nation is Wales, with the second smallest 
performance gaps on both questions. The performance gap for drama is considerably 
lower than in the other devolved nations, suggesting that Welsh respondents are more 
positive with representations in drama than those in Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

The performance scores and performance gaps in Scotland and Northern Ireland are 
the lowest of the nations and not significantly different from each other. The 
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performance gaps on these questions are some of the highest reported in these 
nations. 

A more detailed investigation of these figures within the nations can be found in the 
individual nations reports on the BBC Trust website. 

Figure 4:5 Representation questions within the nations 

 

 

 

We now explore the differences between sub-groups at the UK level.  

Main UK news 
In terms of age, the least positive group is those aged 16-24 (48 per cent); there is no 
significant difference in the scores for those aged 25-64 (56-57 per cent), while those 
aged 65+ are most positive (63 per cent). Importance scores vary in a similar way so 
that for most age groups the gap is between -12 and -15; the largest gap is found 
amongst those aged 55-64 (-17).  
 
There are no significant differences on the performance or importance scores when 
considering social grade or ethnicity.  
 
Within England, the audience in the south is most positive about representation in 
news (63 per cent), followed by those in the North (55 per cent) and the Midlands (per 
cent). If London is removed from the ‘south’ score, the performance in the south drops 
to 60 per cent because London is significantly higher at 67 per cent. Similarly, in the 
north, removing Yorkshire and Lincolnshire from the score reduces the score for the 
North to 53 per cent – the score in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire is 59 per cent. 

Drama, documentaries and other entertainment 
Despite respondents in our cognitive testing sessions seeing news and drama as 
being separate in terms of representation, there does not appear to be significant 
differences in the scores given by respondents at this question at an aggregate level, 
or when considering sub-groups. 
 
Performance again increases along with age. Half of those aged 16-24 agree that the 
BBC is good at representing their nation / region in drama; the most positive age 
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group is those aged 65+ (64 per cent) (25-34: 52 per cent; 35-44: 53 per cent; 45-54: 
55 per cent; 55-64: 56 per cent). Importance scores do not vary in a similar linear way. 
The largest performance gaps are reported by those aged 25-34 and 55-64 (-19). The 
smallest gaps are found amongst those aged 16-24 (-9) and 65+ (-10). 
 
Again there are no significant differences on the performance or importance scores in 
terms of social grade and ethnicity. 
 
Considering the areas of England, respondents in London (63 per cent) and Yorkshire 
and Lincolnshire (62 per cent) are most positive, followed by those in the rest of the 
North (57 per cent) and the rest of the South (55 per cent). The area with the lowest 
performance on this statement is the Midlands (45 per cent). 

4.4.3 Minority languages  
Respondents who speak or are learning a minority language were asked whether ‘The 
BBC supports [minority language spoken] with programming and other content’. The 
performance score on this statement was 64 per cent, an increase of 13 percentage 
points on the previous wave, making it the strongest performing statement within the 
Purpose. This question also recorded a relatively low performance gap of -6. 
 
Of the minority languages spoken by respondents, Welsh and Scots speakers are the 
two groups large enough for us to comment on. Amongst Welsh speakers the 
performance score was 68 per cent with a modest -4 performance gap. There was no 
significant difference amongst Scots speakers where the performance score was 67 
per cent and the performance gap was -5. 
 
The survey also asks all respondents whether ‘The BBC supports the native languages 
of the UK other than English…with programming and other content’ (‘native’ replaces 
‘indigenous’ at this wave). This question scored a lower performance score than that 
asked directly of those who speak a minority language, with 47 per cent of 
respondents agreeing that the BBC did this. 
 
Within the nations, Scotland was the most positive (61 per cent) followed by Wales (55 
per cent), while respondents in Northern Ireland (47 per cent) and England (45 per 
cent) were less positive. Due to importance scores following a similar pattern, 
Scotland had the highest performance gap (-6), followed by Wales (-5), Northern 
Ireland (-4) and England (-3). 
 
Considering only those who speak a minority language, the performance score was 60 
per cent (with a performance gap of -9), while 45 per cent of those who do not speak 
a minority language agreed that the BBC supports minority languages, although the 
performance gap for this latter group was the same (-9). 

4.4.4 Communities 
The question ‘The BBC makes me feel more involved and interested in my local 
community’ recorded the joint lowest performance score within this Purpose. Thirty-
seven per cent of respondents agreed that the BBC did this, which represents no 
change on the previous wave. The importance score increased by two percentage 
points at this wave to 53 per cent which led to an increased performance gap of -16 
(compared to -14 in autumn ‘11, -15 in 2010-2011 and -13 in 2009-2010). 
 
At the previous wave the performance gap in Northern Ireland at this question was the 
highest of any nation (-23). At this wave, however, Northern Ireland records the lowest 
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performance gap of any nation due to a six percentage point increase in the 
performance score to 43 per cent and a seven point decrease in the importance score 
(55 per cent). Together, these mean that the performance gap is now -12. 
 
England recorded the next most positive score (38 per cent) while Wales was one 
point lower on 37 per cent. Due to similar importance scores the performance gap 
within each England and Wales are the same (-16). Within England, London recorded 
the lowest performance score (29 per cent), compared to 49 per cent in the rest of the 
south. In the Midlands 32 per cent of respondents agreed while in Yorkshire and 
Lincolnshire 44 per cent did so, compared to 41 per cent in the rest of the North. 
 
Scotland was the least positive nation at this question with just three in ten 
respondents agreeing while 46 per cent said it was important, leading to the largest 
performance gap within a nation of -16. 
 
There was no discernible pattern in terms of performance amongst those aged 16-64, 
with performance scores for these groups varying between 33 and 38 per cent. 
However, those aged 65+ were considerably more positive – the performance score 
amongst this group was 45 per cent. In terms of importance, those aged 16-24 were 
least likely to say this was important leading to a performance gap of -10. The gap for 
those aged 25-34, 35-44 and 65+ was similar (between -14 and -16), but higher for 
those aged 45-54 (-19) and 55-64 (-20). 
 
As in the previous wave, those from black or minority ethnic backgrounds were more 
likely to say the BBC was performing on this statement (46 per cent) than those from a 
white background (36 per cent). The performance scores, although significantly 
different, did not vary to such an extent (white: 53 per cent; black and minority ethnic: 
58 per cent) and so the performance gap for the white audience (-17) was higher than 
for the black and minority ethnic audience (-12). 
 
A new question asked respondents whether ‘BBC [nation / region] provides 
programmes and online content that is for people like me’. This was the second 
highest performing statement within this Purpose and the highest one asked of all 
respondents: 59 per cent of respondents agreed that the BBC did this. However, with 
74 per cent of respondents saying that this is important, this statement recorded a 
relatively high performance gap of -15. Within the nations, performance was highest in 
Wales (65 per cent), followed by Northern Ireland (63 per cent), Scotland (61 per cent) 
and England (58 per cent).  
 
Considering age, performance tended to increase along with age – the least positive 
were those aged 16-24 (52 per cent) while the most positive were those aged 65+ (69 
per cent). The youngest age group also reported the largest performance gap (-19), 
followed by those aged 55-64 (-17), 35-44 (-16), 25-44 and 65+ (-14). The smallest 
performance gap was found amongst those aged 45-54 (-12). 
 
Performance scores were higher amongst those in the higher social grades (ABC1s: 
61 per cent) than those in the lower social grades (C2DEs: 57 per cent); because 
importance scores varied in a similar way there was no significant difference in the 
performance gap between the two groups (ABC1s: -16; C2DEs: -15). 
 
There was no significant difference in the performance scores between different ethnic 
groups; however the importance scores did vary significantly. This led to a 
considerably higher performance gap amongst black respondents (-21) than white 
respondents (-15) while the Asian audience recorded the lowest performance gap (-9). 
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4.4.5 Faith 
At the previous wave, 51 per cent of respondents agreed that ‘The BBC raises my 
awareness and understanding of different religions and other beliefs’; the performance 
gap was positive at +1. At this wave, following testing, the question was amended and 
read ‘The BBC improves my understanding of religions and other beliefs’; we believe 
these questions are sufficiently similar to allow comparison. 42 per cent of 
respondents agreed with this amended question, a decrease of nine percentage 
points compared to the previous wave. The importance score was similar at 49 per 
cent (50 per cent in autumn ‘11), leading to a performance gap of -7. 
 
As in previous waves religious adults are found to be more positive (48 per cent) than 
non-religious adults (38 per cent), although the performance gap for religious adults is 
significantly higher (-14) than for non-religious adults (-3) due to increased importance 
scores amongst religious respondents. Christians and Muslims are the two religious 
groups large enough within the sample to conduct sub-group analysis on. There is no 
significant difference in performance scores for Christians (47 per cent) and Muslims 
(50 per cent). However, the importance score for Muslims was higher (67 per cent) 
than Christians (59 per cent) leading to a larger performance gap for Muslims (-17) 
than Christians (-14). 
 
Respondents in Wales were the most positive about the BBC’s performance on this 
statement with 43 per cent of adults agreeing; the performance gap was also the 
lowest amongst the nations (-6). Respondents in England were the next most positive 
(42 per cent) and the performance gap was slightly higher than in Northern Ireland (-7). 
Performance was lower in Wales (40 per cent; performance gap: -8) and Scotland (38 
per cent; performance gap: -9). 
 
Respondents who said they followed a particular religion were also asked whether 
‘The BBC is good at representing [respondent’s religion]’. 37 per cent of religious 
respondents agreed that the BBC was good at representing their particular religion 
while 64 per cent of respondents said it was important the BBC did this, leading to a 
large negative performance gap of -27. 
 

‘The BBC is good at representing [religion]’ is the joint poorest performing 
statement at this wave. 
 
Amongst religious people, there is no significant difference in the importance score for 
the question about the range of religions (62 per cent) and the question about 
representing their own religion (64 per cent). This suggests that religious respondents 
are concerned that both their own and other religions are well represented on the 
BBC. 

4.4.6 Ethnicity  
A new question at this wave asked respondents from a non-white background 
whether ‘The BBC is good at representing my ethnic group’. The Asian audience was 
more positive about performance (45 per cent) at this question than the black 
audience (39 per cent). Similarly, the performance gap amongst the black audience 
was higher (-35) than amongst the Asian audience (-25). 
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4.5 Global: bringing the UK to the world and the 
world to the UK 

4.5.1 Summary 
In the previous wave of the PRS the Global Purpose comprised one statement on the 
extent to which the BBC helped respondents ‘understand what’s going on in the wider 
world’. The performance score for this question was 83 per cent, making it the best 
performing of any of the priorities. Strong performance on this measure continues into 
this wave, with 80 per cent of respondents agreeing; the difference between these two 
scores is not significant. That said, the performance gap at the previous wave was +2, 
whereas this wave it is -2. This change is due to a slight decrease in the performance 
score and a slight but not significant increase in the importance score. The increasing 
importance score continues a trend seen in previous waves, standing at 82 per cent at 
this wave compared to 81 per cent in autumn ’11 and 77 per cent in 2010-2011. 
 
Two new questions were added to the Purpose at this wave. The first asks 
respondents whether ‘The BBC helps me understand the cultures and lifestyles of 
people from around the world’. The performance score on this measure is 73 per cent 
and the performance gap is -4. A further question, asking whether ‘The BBC presents 
a positive image of the UK to the rest of the world’ was the poorest performing 
statement within Global: two thirds of respondents agreed and the performance gap is 
-13. 
 
Overall, the Global purpose continues to be the best performing of all Purposes with 
the highest mean performance score of 73 per cent. It is also rated the most important 
of all the Purposes overall – the mean importance score was 79 per cent.  
 

Figure 4:6 Global summary: Performance scores over time and performance 
gaps this wave 
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Looking at sub-groups across this Purpose, the following associations are found: 
 
Age: there is a linear association between age and performance at this Purpose. Mean 
performance scores for each of the age groups are: 16-24 (67 per cent); 25-34 (69 per 
cent); 35-44 (73 per cent); 45-54 (72 per cent); 55-64 (73 per cent); 65+ (82 per cent). 
Importance scores vary in a similar way: 16-24 (75 per cent); 25-34 (73 per cent); 35-
44 (77 per cent); 45-54 (79 per cent); 55-64 (81 per cent); 65+ (89 per cent). 
 
Social grade: there is a clear association across this Purpose between social grade 
and performance. Performance is highest for those in social grade A (77 per cent), 
followed by B (76 per cent), C1 (80 per cent), C2 (78 per cent), D (73 per cent) and E 
(66 per cent). The importance score – and therefore performance gap – varies 
between social grade but not in a similarly linear way. For ABC1s the performance gap 
is -7 while for C2DEs it is -5. 
 
Nation: the performance scores for each of the nations on this Purpose are not 
significantly different from one another. In England, the overall performance score for 
this Purpose was 73 per cent; respondents in Northern Ireland were the second most 
positive at 71 per cent, followed by respondents in Scotland and Wales (70 per cent). 
Those in Scotland and Wales report the largest performance gaps (-9), in England the 
performance gap is -6 and the smallest gap is in Northern Ireland (-4). 
 
Ethnicity: performance is highest for white respondents (73%), while Asian 
respondents are not significantly less (72 per cent); two-thirds of black respondents 
are positive across this Purpose. There is no significant difference between the 
importance scores for the ethnic groups, which produces a larger negative 
performance gap for black respondents (-13) than for white (-6) or Asian respondents 
(-4). 
 
Physical disabilities: in previous waves the disabled audience was found to be 
significantly less positive about the BBC’s performance on the Digital Purpose. At this 
wave, however, there is no significant difference between the disabled audience and 
the average. 

4.5.2 ‘The BBC helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 
world’ 

This question was carried unchanged in the survey at this wave. Eighty per cent of 
respondents agreed that the BBC did this, which is not significantly different to the 
previous wave (83 per cent). The importance score has increased by one percentage 
point, although not significantly, to 82 per cent this wave. Therefore the performance 
score is now negative (-2), whereas it was positive at the previous wave (+2).  

80% agree that the BBC helps them understand what’s going on in the wider 
world 

Performance scores did not differ significantly within the nations, although the 
importance scores varied more widely. This produced the largest performance gap on 
this measure in Scotland (-6), compared to England and Wales (-2) and Northern 
Ireland (0).  
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4.5.3 ‘The BBC helps me understand the cultures and lifestyles of 
people from around the world’ 

This was one of two new questions added to this Purpose at this wave. Nearly three 
quarters of respondents (73 per cent) agreed that the BBC did this while 77 per cent 
said that it was important. This produced a modest negative performance gap of -4. 
Respondents in Wales are least likely to agree that the BBC is performing on this 
measure (68 per cent); at the same time they are most likely, along with respondents 
in England, to say that this was important (77 per cent). The performance gap in Wales 
was therefore the highest of any nation (-9), compared to England (-4), Scotland (-5) 
and Northern Ireland (-1). 
 
When considering ethnicity, performance is highest amongst those from white (74 per 
cent) or Asian (71 per cent) backgrounds. Amongst the black audience, slightly less 
than two thirds (63 per cent) said the BBC was performing on this measure. The 
performance gap followed a similar pattern; it was smallest for the white audience  
(-2), slightly larger for the Asian audience (-6), but considerably larger for the black 
audience (-16). This large performance gap is due to an importance score amongst 
black respondents that is higher than any other ethnic group. 

4.5.4 ‘The BBC is good at presenting a positive image of the UK to 
the rest of the world’ 

A further new question at this wave asked about respondents’ perceptions of how the 
BBC presented the UK to the rest of the world. Two thirds of respondents (66 per 
cent) agreed that the BBC was good at presenting a positive image – the lowest 
performance score for this Purpose. It is worth noting that the proportion of those 
answering ‘neither agree nor disagree’ is relatively high at 23 per cent, while just 11 
per cent disagreed. Seventy-nine per cent of respondents said it was important that 
the BBC did this, leading to an overall negative performance gap of -13. 
 
Those in the oldest age group (65+) are most likely to agree that the BBC does this (76 
per cent) (16-24: 62 per cent; 25-34: 64 per cent; 35-44: 68 per cent; 45-54: 65 per 
cent; 55-64: 61 per cent). Similarly, those aged 65+ are also most likely to say that it is 
important the BBC does this (88 per cent) (16-24: 78 per cent; 25-34: 72 per cent; 35-
44: 75 per cent; 45-54: 79 per cent; 55-64: 80 per cent). The largest performance gaps 
are found amongst those aged 16-24 (-16) and 55-64 (-17). 
 
In terms of ethnicity, the performance gap is largest amongst white respondents (-13), 
followed by black respondents (-11) and is smallest for Asian respondents (-5). 
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4.6 Education: promoting education and learning 

4.6.1 Summary 
No significant changes were made to questions within the Education Purpose. The 
average performance score in winter 12-13 is 68 per cent, a decrease of four 
percentage points on the average score from autumn ‘11; returning the performance 
score to its lowest point as seen in 2010-2011. The average importance score has 
increased by one percentage point at this wave to 77 per cent. Together, these 
changes mean that the performance gap is now -9, an increase of five points since 
autumn ‘11. 
 

Figure 4:7 Global summary: Performance scores over time and performance 
gaps this wave 
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Considering variations among sub-groups, the following associations are found for 
this Purpose: 
 
Age: The performance gap tends to increase as age increases. Those aged 25-34 
have a performance gap of -6, for those aged 35-54 the performance gap is -10 and 
for those aged 65+ the performance gap is -11. Those in the youngest age group do 
not fit in with this trend; their performance gap is -8. 
 
Social grade: Those in the higher social grades are more positive (ABC1s: 71 per cent) 
about the BBC’s performance for this Purpose than those in the lower social grades 
(C2DEs: 63 per cent). While importance scores do vary in a similar way, with ABC1s 
more likely to rate this Purpose as important (79 per cent) than C2DEs (75 per cent), 
the difference is less pronounced. For this reason, the performance gap is higher for 
C2DEs (-11) than ABC1s (-8). 
 
Nation: there are no significant differences between the nations in terms of 
performance within this Purpose (England: 68 per cent; Scotland: 67 per cent; Wales: 
69 per cent; Northern Ireland: 68). There are slight variations in the importance score, 
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leading to differing performance gaps in the nations; Wales has the largest gap (-10), 
followed by England and Scotland (-9) while the smallest gap is in Northern Ireland (-
6). 
 
Ethnicity: The white audience were most positive about performance in this Purpose 
(68 per cent), followed by the Asian audience (66 per cent); the black audience were 
least positive (64 per cent). Both white and Asian respondents had the same 
performance gap (-9); but due to a lower performance score and a higher than 
average importance score (80 per cent), the black audience had the largest 
performance gap (-15). 

4.6.2 ‘I have learned new things from programmes or online 
content on the BBC’ 

The performance score for this statement is 73 per cent, compared to 76 per cent at 
the previous wave5. Despite this, the statement recorded the third highest 
performance score overall. The importance score for this statement was 78 per cent, 
leading to a negative performance gap of -5, compared to a neutral gap at the 
previous wave. 
 
In terms of age, performance scores increase along with age. For those aged 16-54 
there is no significant difference in performance scores (69-71 per cent), for those 
aged 55-64 the score is 74 per cent and for those aged 65+ the performance score is 
considerably higher at 83 per cent. For this oldest age group, performance is almost in 
line with importance leading to a small negative performance gap of -1. The 
association with social grade described above for the Purpose overall holds also for 
this statement, although the difference is more pronounced. Those in the higher social 
grades report a lower performance gap (ABC1s: -3) than those in the lower social 
grades (C2DEs: -8). 
 

4.6.3 ‘The BBC helps children/teens with what they learn at 
school/college’ 

Performance for this statement is 62 per cent, a five percentage point decrease 
compared to the previous wave. The same proportion of respondents said this 
statement was important at this wave as did the last (76 per cent), leading to an 
increased performance gap on this statement to -14. The performance score is the 
lowest and the performance gap the highest that this statement has recorded since 
the beginning of the PRS. 
 
In previous waves the performance score was found to be considerably higher 
amongst the youngest age group (78 per cent) with the suggestion that these groups 
had a greater likelihood of experiencing the BBC’s activities in this area. At this wave 
the youngest group continues to be most positive compared to older age groups, 
although by only one percentage point, and the score is considerably lower than in 
previous waves (16-24: 66 per cent; 25-34: 65 per cent; 35-44: 65 per cent; 45-54: 59 
per cent; 55-64: 61 per cent; 65+: 59 per cent). 
 

                                                             
5 The question at the previous wave was “I have learned new things while enjoying programmes or 
content on the BBC" 
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While performance is higher for younger age groups, importance is considerably 
higher for older age groups, leading to large performance gaps for those in the oldest 
age group (65+: -21), lower for those in the middle-aged groups (35-44: -12; 45-54:  
-16; 55-64: -15) and smallest for the youngest respondents (16-34: -8). 
 
Continuing a pattern seen at the previous wave, those with responsibility for children 
aged under 18 are more positive about performance (68 per cent) than those who are 
not responsible for children (62 per cent). The importance score varies in a similar 
way, with those responsible for children more likely to say this statement is important 
(82 per cent) than those who do not have responsibility (75 per cent). 
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4.7 Digital: delivering to the public the benefit of 
emerging communications technologies and 
services 

4.7.1 Summary 
The Digital Purpose has seen strong performance gains at this wave.  
 

Digital is the only Purpose within which each statement has recorded a 
significant increase in  performance compared to the previous wave. 
 
This Purpose also reverses the overall trend seen across the Purpose statements of 
performance increasing along with age. Here – as we might expect – we see 
consistently strong performance for younger age groups. However, at this wave we 
also find the strong overall increases in performance scores are due to increases 
amongst older age groups. 
 
Increased performance scores have also not led to reduced performance gaps. In 
fact, across the Purpose performance gaps have increased or turned from positive to 
negative due to increased importance scores – in many cases these importance 
scores have increased more than the performance scores. 
 

Figure 4:8 Digital summary: Performance scores over time and performance 
gaps this wave 
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4.7.2 ‘The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or 
useful on the internet’ 

This statement continues to be the strongest performer within this Purpose. At this 
wave 61 per cent of respondents agreed that the BBC did this compared to 55 per 
cent in autumn ‘11. Despite this increase in performance, however, the importance 
score increased by a greater amount. Therefore, the performance gap is now -2 
compared to a positive performance gap of +3 at the previous wave. 
 
Figure 4:9 below shows how the performance scores have changed at this wave 
compared to the last. There have been strong increases in performance for the older 
age groups, for example performance scores have more than doubled between waves 
for those aged 65+. In addition, however, there have been falls in performance for 
those in the younger age groups. 
 

Figure 4:9 Performance of internet content by age, over time 
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4.7.3 ‘The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or 
useful on interactive television’ 

The performance score for interactive TV has increased by eight percentage points to 
55 per cent at this wave. Similar to the above statement, however, the performance 
score has increased by a greater extent to 58 per cent leading to a negative 
performance gap of -3 compared to a small positive performance gap of +1. 
 
Considering only those who use interactive TV services, 78 per cent agreed that the 
BBC provided quality content on interactive TV and the performance gap amongst this 
group was smaller than the gap overall at -1. 
 
There were no significant changes in the performance scores for those aged 16-44; 
however there were increases of 15 percentage points for those aged 45-54, 11 points 
for those aged 55-64 and 15 points for those aged 65+. 
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4.7.4 ‘The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or 
useful on DAB digital radio’ 

At the previous wave 37 per cent of respondents agreed that the BBC did this; the 
performance score increased by five percentage points at this wave to 42 per cent. 
The importance score increased by eight points to 45 per cent, leading to a negative 
performance gap of -3 compared to a neutral performance gap at the previous wave. 
 
Amongst those who use DAB digital radio the performance score is higher at 61 per 
cent and the performance gap is smaller than the overall gap at -2. 
 
Differences by age are less pronounced at this statement, although amongst those 
aged 45-54 performance has increased by 18 percentage points. There were no 
significant differences in terms of performance at this wave for those aged 16-54, but 
those aged 55-64 were less likely to agree at this question (38 per cent) and the least 
likely were those aged 65+ (30 per cent). 
 

4.7.5 ‘The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or 
useful on mobile phones or tablets’ 

The most striking performance increases within this Purpose are found in relation to 
content on mobile phones and tablets. It is worth noting that the question has 
changed slightly compared to the previous wave – it now includes ‘tablets’ specifically 
as well as examples of BBC apps. Even so, we believe the two questions are still 
comparable across waves. 
 
The performance score at this wave is 45 per cent, an increase of 17 percentage 
points compared to the previous wave. The importance score also increased by 20 
points to 51 per cent, leading to a negative performance gap of -6. 
 
Figure 4:10 below shows how performance has changed over time by age groups.  
 

Figure 4:10 Performance of mobile phone and tablet content by age, over 
time 
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4.7.6 ‘The BBC has helped me make the most of new technologies 
such as interactive TV and the internet’ 

This question previously sat within the Citizenship section of the questionnaire but at 
this wave has been moved to Digital. In autumn ‘11 45 per cent of respondents agreed 
that the BBC did this. At this wave, the performance score has increased by six 
percentage points to 51 per cent. The importance score has also increased by 11 
percentage points to 57 per cent; because of the larger increase in the importance 
score the performance gap now stands at -6, compared to -1 at the previous wave. 
 
The performance scores in Scotland (59 per cent) and Wales (57 per cent) are 
significantly higher than those in Northern Ireland (52 per cent) and England (50 per 
cent). Importance scores vary by nation too, although to a lesser extent, and so the 
largest performance gap is found in England (-6), followed by Wales (-5) and Northern 
Ireland (-4); the smallest gap is in Scotland (-1). 
 
As we have seen throughout the rest of the Digital Purpose, age tends to be 
associated with performance. This is also true for this statement, for example 59 per 
cent of those aged 16-24 agree that the BBC has helped them make the most of new 
technologies, compared to 37 per cent of those aged 65+. This score for the oldest 
age group has increased since the last wave by 10 percentage points. 
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5 Performance scores and value for money 
The main body of this report uses respondents’ stated performance and importance 
scores as well as the performance gap which allows us to see where the BBC is or is 
not performing to respondents’ expectations 
 
In this report we also use a technique known as regression analysis. While similar to 
correlation analysis, in that it assesses the relationship between sets of variables, 
regression analysis controls for the effect of the other variables in the model6. The 
results for an individual purpose statement, therefore, demonstrate the effect of a 
change in the performance score on a statement while all other scores remain equal. 
So, for example, a score of ‘2’ in the ‘Index’ column would suggest that if someone 
were to rate performance positively on a specific statement then the respondent 
would be twice as likely to select a positive value for money score.  

5.1.1 Top 10 drivers of value for money 
 
Full results from the regression analysis are shown in Appendix C. Table 5.1 shows 
the 10 Purpose statements that are statistically significant drivers of value for money7. 
 
The table demonstrates that a positive performance score on the statement ‘The BBC 
makes high quality programmes and online content’ makes a respondents 2.3 times 
as likely to answer that the licence fee offers good value for money. The next 
statement on the table is specifically about the BBC’s distinctiveness against other 
broadcasters. Those answering this question positively were twice as likely to answer 
the value for money question positively as someone who did not say the BBC was 
performing well. Fewer than half (47 per cent) of respondents answered said the BBC 
did this, which suggests that improved performance on this measure would have a 
strong positive impact on the value for money score. 
 
Each of the statements in this table is from the Creativity, Citizenship or Digital 
Purposes. The importance of Creativity and Citizenship to overall measures of the 
BBC’s performance has been demonstrated in previous PRS reports. However, Digital 
had not previously been identified as a Purpose that drives value for money. This 
finding, together with the strong increases in Digital performance set out in the section 
below, suggest that Digital is becoming more important over time, as perhaps might 
be expected. 

                                                             
6 In the nation specific reports from this wave correlation analysis is used. The results presented in this 
report cannot therefore be compared to those reported in the nations reports. 

7 Due to smaller sample sizes, the regression model for this analysis used only those questions asked of 
all respondents, i.e. not those routed on the basis of faith, ethnicity or minority language spoken. We 
also only show those scores that are statistically significantly associated with value for money. 
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Table 5.1 Top 10 drivers of value for money  

Base: All adults (2609) BBC Trust PRS winter 12-13 
Statement Impact score 

(index) 
Performance 

score 
The BBC makes high quality programmes and online 
content (Creativity) 

2.3 76% 

The BBC makes programmes or online content that no 
other broadcaster would make (Creativity) 

2.0 47% 

The BBC helps me enjoy my interests, hobbies and 
passions (Creativity) 

1.9 52% 

The BBC has a wide range of enjoyable and entertaining 
programmes and online content (Creativity) 

1.8 71% 

The BBC helps me understand politics in Europe 
(Citizenship) 

1.7 57% 

The BBC has lots of fresh and new ideas (Creativity) 1.6 56% 
The BBC provides high quality, independent journalism 
(Citizenship) 

1.4 65% 

The BBC introduces me to new presenters, actors, writers 
and musical artists from the UK (Creativity) 

1.4 59% 

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or 
useful content on interactive TV (Digital) 

1.4 55% 

The BBC provides quality content that I find enjoyable or 
useful on DAB digital radio (Digital) 

1.4 42% 
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Appendix A. Full listing of personal importance, 
performance and performance gap scores for 
UK 

Table 5.2 Overview of Creativity purpose 

Statement Wave Importance 
(%) 

Performance 
(%) 

Gap 

Average for creativity purpose 2007 62 54 -8 
2008-
2009 

66 57 -9 

2009-
2010 

65 56 -9 

2010-
2011 

63 56 -7 

2011-
2012 

66 60 -6 

Winter 
12/13 

67 60 -8 

The BBC has lots of fresh and new ideas 2007 72 51 -21 
2008-
2009 

77 56 -21 

2009-
2010 

75 53 -22 

2010-
2011 

74 54 -20 

2011-
2012 

77 56 -21 

Winter 
12/13 

79 56 -23 

The BBC helps me enjoy my interests, 
hobbies and passions 

2007 62 54 -8 
2008-
2009 

62 51 -11 

2009-
2010 

61 51 -10 

2010-
2011 

59 52 -7 

2011-
2012 

63 56 -7 

Winter 
12/13 

62 52 -10 

The BBC provides programmes and online 
content that cover a wide range of cultural 
activities 
 
(2007 – 2012: The BBC provides programmes 

2007 66 66 0 
2008-
2009 

69 67 -2 

2009-
2010 

68 67 -1 
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Table 5.2 Overview of Creativity purpose 

and online content that cover a wide range of 
cultural and creative activities) 

2010-
2011 

67 66 -1 

2011-
2012 

69 71 +2 

Winter 
12/13 

71 71 0 

Programmes or online content on the BBC 
sometimes make me want to take part in a 
specific event or activity 
 
(2007: Watching or listening to some 
programmes…) 

2007 42 39 -3 
2008-
2009 

48 41 -7 

2009-
2010 

44 42 -2 

2010-
2011 

43 42 -1 

2011-
2012 

46 42 -4 

Winter 
12/13 

38 36 -2 

The BBC has a wide range of enjoyable and 
entertaining programmes and online content 

2007 77 68 -9 
2008-
2009 

79 70 -9 

2009-
2010 

79 69 -10 

2010-
2011 

77 69 -8 

2011-
2012 

81 71 -10 

Winter 
12/13 

81 72 -9 

The BBC introduces me to new UK 
presenters, actors, writers and musical artists 
 
(2007 & 2009: The BBC introduces me to new 
UK talent (such as presenters, actors, writers 
and musical artists)) 

2007 X X X 
2008-
2009 

60 59 -1 

2009-
2010 

62 59 -3 

2010-
2011 

60 59 -1 

2011-
2012 

72 62 -10 

Winter 
12/13 

59 59 0 

The BBC makes high quality programmes and 
online content 

Winter 
12/13 

85 76 -7 

The BBC makes programmes and online 
content that no other broadcaster would make 

Winter 
12/13 

63 
 

47 -16 
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Table 5.3 Overview of Citizenship purpose 

Statement Wave Importance 
(%) 

Performance 
(%) 

Gap 

Average for citizenship purpose 2007 64 61 -3 
2008-
2009 

64 61 -3 

2009-
2010 

61 60 -1 

2010-
2011 

60 58 -2 

2011-
2012 

63 61 -2 

Winter 
12/13 

69 62 -7 

The BBC provides high quality, independent 
journalism 
 
(2007: The BBC sets the standard for high 
quality and independent journalism) 

2007 71 69 -2 
2008-
2009 

77 71 -6 

2009-
2010 

74 70 -4 

2010-
2011 

73 70 -3 

2011-
2012 

76 70 -6 

Winter 
12/13 

78 65 -13 

The BBC makes news and current affairs 
and other topical issues interesting to me 

2007 75 73 -2 
2008-
2009 

75 72 -3 

2009-
2010 

72 72 0 

2010-
2011 

72 71 -1 

2011-
2012 

74 74 0 

Winter 
12/13 

76 71 -5 

BBC coverage of news and current affairs 
has got me talking about them 

2007 65 65 0 
2008-
2009 

64 68 +4 

2009-
2010 

59 64 +5 

2010-
2011 

59 62 +3 

2011-
2012 

63 67 +4 

Winter 
12/13 

61 61 0 

The BBC helps me understand UK-wide 2007 67 64 -3 
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Table 5.3 Overview of Citizenship purpose 

politics 2008-
2009 

68 69 +1 

2009-
2010 

66 66 0 

2010-
2011 

64 65 +1 

2011-
2012 

66 65 -1 

Winter 
12/13 

72 66 -6 

The BBC helps me understand politics in 
Europe 

2007 X X X 
2008-
2009 

61 57 -4 

2009-
2010 

55 52 -3 

2010-
2011 

53 54 +1 

2011-
2012 

61 58 -3 

Winter 
12/13 

64 57 -7 

The BBC helps me understand politics in 
[my nation / region] 

2007 X X X 
2008-
2009 

66 58 -8 

2009-
2010 

65 58 -7 

2010-
2011 

62 54 -8 

2011-
2012 

64 54 -10 

Winter 
12/13 

69 59 -10 

The BBC helps me understand politics in 
[other nations of the UK]  

2007 X 
 

X X 

2008-
2009 

59 55 -4 

2009-
2010 

56 55 -1 

2010-
2011 

53 52 -1 

2011-
2012 

55 53 -2 

Winter 
12/13 

61 54 -7 
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Table 5.4 Overview of Nations, regions and communities purpose 

Statement Wave Importance 
(%) 

Performance 
(%) 

Gap 

Average for Nations, regions and 
communities purpose 

2007 55 46 -9 
2008-
2009 

58 49 -9 

2009-
2010 

55 49 -6 

2010-
2011 

53 48 -5 

2011-
2012 

53 47 -6 

Winter 
12/13 

64 48 -16 

The BBC helps me feel more involved and 
interested in my local community 

2007 53 32 -21 
2008-
2009 

56 39 -17 

2009-
2010 

52 39 -13 

2010-
2011 

51 36 -15 

2011-
2012 

51 37 -14 

Winter 
12/13 

37 37 0 

The BBC improves my understanding of 
religions and other beliefs 
 
(2007-2012: The BBC raises my awareness 
and understanding of different religious and 
other beliefs) 

2007 54 53 -1 
2008-
2009 

53 52 -1 

2009-
2010 

51 53 +2 

2010-
2011 

49 51 +2 

2011-
2012 

50 51 +1 

Winter 
12/13 

49 42 -7 

The BBC supports [my minority language] with 
programming and other content* 
 
*asked only of those who speak a minority language 

2007 63 40 -23 
2008-
2009 

68 41 -27 

2009-
2010 

64 51 -13 

2010-
2011 

76 63 -13 

2011-
2012 

69 53 -16 

Winter 
12/13 

70 64 -6 

The BBC supports the native languages of the 2007 X X X 
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Table 5.4 Overview of Nations, regions and communities purpose 

UK…with programming and other content 
 
(2007-2012: ‘indigenous’ replaced ‘native’) 

2008-
2009 

48 46 -2 

2009-
2010 

46 43 -3 

2010-
2011 

45 45 0 

2011-
2012 

42 49 +7 

Winter 
12/13 

49 47 -2 

BBC [nation / region] provides programmes 
and online content that is for people like me 

Winter 
12/13 

84 59 -25 

The BBC is good at representing life in [nation / 
region] to other people in the UK in its main UK 
news and current affairs programmes and 
online content 

Winter 
12/13 

71 57 -14 

The BBC is good at representing life in [nation / 
region] to other people in the UK in its drama, 
documentaries and other entertainment 
programmes and online content 

Winter 
12/13 

70 55 -15 

The BBC is good at representing [my ethnicity]* 
 
*only asked of respondents from black or minority ethnic 
backgrounds 

Winter 
12/13 

69 38 -31 

The BBC is good at representing [my religion]* 
 
*only asked of respondents who affiliate to a religion 

Winter 
12/13 

64 37 -27 
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Table 5.5 Overview of Global purpose 

Statement Wave Importance 
(%) 

Performance 
(%) 

Gap 

Average for Global purpose 2007 78 78 0 
2008-
2009 

77 78 +1 

2009-
2010 

75 76 +1 

2010-
2011 

75 75 0 

2011-
2012 

81 83 +2 

Winter 
12/13 

79 73 -6 

The BBC helps me understand what’s going 
on in the wider world, such as international 
news and events 

2007 80 81 +1 
2008-
2009 

79 81 +2 

2009-
2010 

77 78 +1 

2010-
2011 

77 77 0 

2011-
2012 

81 83 +2 

Winter 
12/13 

82 80 -2 

The BBC helps me understand the cultures 
and lifestyles of people from around the world 
 
(2008-2012: The BBC helps me understand 
and appreciate the cultures and lifestyles of 
people from around the world) 
 
(2007: The BBC helps audiences within the 
UK to understand and appreciate) 

2007 76 75 -1 
2008-
2009 

75 74 -1 

2009-
2010 

73 74 +1 

2010-
2011 

72 72 0 

2011-
2012 

X X X 

Winter 
12/13 

77 73 -4 

The BBC is good at presenting a positive 
image of the UK to the rest of the world 

Winter 
12/13 

79 66 -13 
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Table 5.6 Overview of Education purpose 

Statement Wave Importance 
(%) 

Performance 
(%) 

Gap 

Average for Education purpose 2007 70 68 -2 
2008-
2009 

78 74 -4 

2009-
2010 

78 72 -6 

2010-
2011 

74 68 -6 

2011-
2012 

76 72 -4 

Winter 
12/13 

77 68 -9 

I have learned new things from programmes 
and online content on the BBC 
 
(2008-2012: I have learned new things while 
enjoying programmes or content on the 
BBC) 
 
(2007: The BBC helps me to learn different 
things) 

2007 70 68 -2 
2008-
2009 

78 78 0 

2009-
2010 

78 76 -2 

2010-
2011 

74 72 -2 

2011-
2012 

76 76 0 

Winter 
12/13 

78 73 -5 

The BBC helps children/teens with what they 
learn at school/college 

2007 X X X 
2008-
2009 

77 69 -8 

2009-
2010 

78 68 -10 

2010-
2011 

73 64 -9 

2011-
2012 

76 67 -9 

Winter 
12/13 

76 62 -14 
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Table 5.7 Overview of Digital purpose 

Statement Wave Importance 
(%) 

Performance 
(%) 

Gap 

Average for Digital purpose 2007 31 30 -1 
2008-
2009 

34 33 -1 

2009-
2010 

39 40 +1 

2010-
2011 

37 38 +1 

2011-
2012 

42 42 0 

Winter 
12/13 

55 51 -4 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 
enjoyable or useful on the internet 

2007 44 43 -1 
2008-
2009 

46 46 0 

2009-
2010 

46 50 +4 

2010-
2011 

46 49 +3 

2011-
2012 

52 55 +3 

Winter 
12/13 

63 61 -2 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 
enjoyable or useful on mobile phones and 
tablets* 
 
*’tablets’ was added to the question wording at this 
wave 

2007 15 14 -1 
2008-
2009 

18 16 -2 

2009-
2010 

23 21 -2 

2010-
2011 

23 21 -2 

2011-
2012 

31 28 -3 

Winter 
12/13 

51 45 -6 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 
enjoyable or useful on interactive TV 

2007 36 37 +1 
2008-
2009 

39 37 -2 

2009-
2010 

48 50 +2 

2010-
2011 

44 48 +4 

2011-
2012 

46 47 +1 

Winter 
12/13 

58 55 -3 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 2007 29 27 -2 
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Table 5.7 Overview of Digital purpose 

enjoyable or useful on DAB digital radio 2008-
2009 

34 32 -2 

2009-
2010 

39 38 -1 

2010-
2011 

34 35 +1 

2011-
2012 

37 37 0 

Winter 
12/13 

45 42 -3 

The BBC has helped me make the most of 
new technologies such as interactive TV and 
the internet 

2007 43 35 -8 
2008-
2009 

40 40 0 

2009-
2010 

44 45 +1 

2010-
2011 

42 39 -3 

2011-
2012 

46 45 -1 

Winter 
12/13 

57 51 -6 
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Appendix B. Full face-to-face questionnaire 
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Appendix C.  Full regression tables 
The multivariate analysis technique used is logistic regression. In Table A.1, the 
dependent variable is perceived license fee value for money. The value for money 
score was recoded into a binary variable of positive or negative, i.e. removing ‘don’t 
know’s and recoding ‘very’ and ‘fairly’ into one category. Similar recoding was carried 
out on the Purposes, changing them into a binary of ‘negative’ and ‘positive’. Only 
questions asked of all respondents were included in the analysis. 
 

  A.1 Regression results for value for money and Purposes 

Base: All adults (n=2609) 

Independent variable 

 95 % CI for Odds Ratio 
P value Odds 

Ratio 
Lower Upper 

The BBC has lots of fresh and new ideas .000 1.602 1.243 2.064 

The BBC makes high quality programmes and 
online content 

.000 2.360 1.737 3.208 

The BBC makes programmes and online 
content that no other broadcaster would make 

.000 1.997 1.600 2.491 

The BBC helps me enjoy my interests, hobbies 
and passions 

.000 1.906 1.503 2.416 

The BBC makes a wide range of enjoyable and 
entertaining programmes and online content 

.000 1.755 1.307 2.358 

The BBC helps me understand politics in 
Europe 

.001 1.646 1.227 2.207 

The BBC introduces me to new presenters, 
actors, writers and musical artists from the UK 

.004 1.434 1.122 1.833 

The BBC provides high quality independent 
journalism 

.007 1.434 1.101 1.868 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 
enjoyable or useful on interactive TV 

.009 1.410 1.089 1.826 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 
enjoyable or useful on DAB digital radio 

.016 1.357 1.058 1.741 

Programmes or online content on the BBC 
sometimes make me want to take part in a 
specific event or activity 

.035 1.301 1.018 1.663 

I have learned new things from programmes 
and online content on the BBC 

.233 1.188 .895 1.578 

The BBC helps me understand the cultures and 
lifestyles of people from around the world 

.294 1.171 .872 1.573 

The BBC improves me understanding of 
religions and other beliefs 

.260 1.152 .900 1.475 
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The BBC supports the native languages of the 
UK other than English…with programming and 
other content 

.413 1.097 .879 1.371 

The BBC makes news and current affairs 
interesting to me 

.879 1.024 .755 1.390 

The BBC is good at representing my [nation / 
region] to the rest of the UK in its main UK 
news and current affairs programmes and 
online content 

.888 1.020 .775 1.342 

The BBC has programmes or online content 
that cover a wide range of cultural activities 

.871 .977 .740 1.291 

BBC [nation / region] makes programmes and 
online content that is for people like me 

.838 .972 .744 1.271 

The BBC helps me understand what’s going on 
in the wider world, such as international news 
and events 

.838 .965 .685 1.359 

The BBC is good at representing my [nation / 
region] to the rest of the UK in its drama, 
documentaries and other entertainment 
programmes and online content 

.793 .964 .731 1.271 

The BBC helps me understand UK-wide politics .731 .944 .680 1.311 

The BBC helps me understand politics in 
[nation / region] 

.657 .938 .706 1.246 

The BBC is good at presenting a positive image 
of the UK to the rest of the world 

.595 .934 .725 1.203 

The BBC has helped me make the most of new 
technologies such as interactive TV and the 
internet 

.540 .918 .698 1.208 

BBC coverage of news and current affairs has 
got me talking about them. 

.287 .865 .662 1.130 

The BBC helps me feel more involved and 
interested in my local community 

.259 .861 .665 1.116 

The BBC helps me understand politics in [other 
nations of the UK] 

.273 .851 .638 1.135 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 
enjoyable or useful on mobile phones and 
tablets 

.139 .823 .635 1.065 

The BBC provides quality content that I find 
enjoyable or useful on the internet 

.113 .798 .603 1.055 

The BBC helps children / teens with what they 
learn at school / college 

.006 .707 .554 .903 

 


